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Covering Thoughts 

In a zoom art group we were asked to paint a view from a window, and the cover 
picture is what I painted from the lounge.  It began with a pencil sketch where the 
variations in tone were explored.  As it is north facing, I looked through from a cool 
dim room to the bright sunlight outside.  Painting from this sketch in acrylic on an 
A2 canvas was the next step. 
 
Working on the deep recess with its shadow gave me an experience of 
claustrophobia.  The feeling was heightened by the knowledge that this is a 
window that does not open.   Through it across the distant field I can see houses 
of two friends, both   unable to leave their homes, one whose husband is in a care 
home and missing the daily visits.  This became not just a view from a window, but 
exploring the feelings and emotions of lockdown. 
 
Once the shadowy surround was in place and the distant view completed I focused 
on the plant.  Lockdown has allowed time to explore and value simple things, like 
this peace lily given by a friend.  It is like the narrowing down of a wide searchlight 
to a single beam illuminating what is close at hand and often overlooked.  But most 
engaging of all were the shadows and reflections on the tiled ledge.  It is hard to 
express the value of the ethereal. 
 
From the very beginning of these times I was fascinated by the unexpected and 
unimaginable changes ahead.  I remember boldly visiting art exhibitions and 
travelling   to London before there was any real risk of infection.  Then restrictions 
came and there were challenges to face of being self-sufficient at home.  It was 
hard to accept being regarded as someone extremely vulnerable,  no longer being 
in the position of offering help but being dependent on the help of others.  
 
Not being responsible for making decisions for the nation, the best I can do is to 
accept and adapt to the restrictions imposed.  A great deal of enjoyment has come 
from taking a step back from the pressures of what was our normal way of life. 
 

Christine 
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Pastoral Letter  
Greetings to everyone. I hope you are still keeping healthy and occupied – or 
should I say, “staying alert”, given the latest Government guidelines! I’m glad to 
say that folk in our three churches seem to be keeping well, and in the main 
dealing well with the on-going restrictions. 
  
I’ve been heartened by the way people in our churches have been keeping in 
touch, some surprising themselves by using modern technology, others the more 
conventional means of post and phone and sometimes the occasional face to face 
greeting (observing the correct social distance, of course). The sunny weather has 
helped us, I think, meaning those of us with gardens are able to get outside in 
safety, and appreciate the natural world.  
 
The VE Day anniversary celebrations also gave us a boost, I believe. If I’m honest, 
I didn’t expect to be very interested, but I found the TV coverage was inspirational: 
some wonderful interviews with “veterans”, and some thoughtful linking with our 
current situation and modern-day “heroes” who are serving us in different ways 
today. And, reminders of the dangers and privations of six years of war perhaps 
put our own situation, difficult though it is, into perspective: said a friend, “We 
can avoid the virus if we stay in and are sensible, but people couldn’t avoid the 
wartime bombs.” 
 
I said in a sermon that it’s been an inspiration to me that one national hero has 
been a very old person, Captain Tom, reminding us that we all have something to 
give, which God can use and multiply: a loaves and fishes moment in our national 
life. The VE day veterans are of that same generation, and it’s been good that at 
this time of crisis their stories have been able to come to the fore.  
 
We are static, still “staying home” for the most part, but time marches on as fast 
as ever, and we are moving through the season of Easter towards Pentecost. We 
remember that the disciples and friends of Jesus were, before Pentecost, wary, 
not sure what would happen next, afraid. Then, inspired by the Spirit, they were 
able to move on, to find a new boldness and to begin to reach out to those around 
with the message of the gospel. 
 
We pray that God’s Spirit will encourage us, as time goes on, to move out again in 
faith into our local communities, to take with us some of the new things we have 
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learned about keeping in touch, as well as re-establishing old patterns, renewing 
old fellowships. 
 
But let us also remember that God was with those early disciples during that time 
of fear and uncertainty, when they were not sure what would happen next – just 
as he is with us now. May we know his presence as we sit quietly in our homes 
and gardens, as we phone our friends and family, as we “meet” through our 
computers and pray together. 
 
With love and prayers,  
 
Pauline 
 

 
 
 ~~~ 

Prayers 
Please remember in your prayers the members in Moira Watson’s pastoral list:   
Jean Boxall, Pat Howard, Zena Knight, Frances Simpson, Liz & Tony Barry and 
Bev Paton & family. 

We also ask you to pray for the members of the Hospitality Team: Catherine 
Harding, Liz Barry, Ann Gajda, Angela Holdaway, Barbara Joiner, Allison Towner 
and Ellen Webster. 

 ~~~  
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Wheatley United Reformed Church 
Discernment Process for choosing Elders 2020 
As was the case in the earliest days of the church, we choose some of our number 
to work on our behalf, ensuring worship is held regularly and properly, providing 
pastoral care to members of the church meeting and friends of the church, and 
taking care of the resources of the church (money, building and so on).  We call 
these people Elders and believe their role is sufficiently important in the life of the 
church, to hold them in that esteem recognised as 'ordination'.  The process of 
discerning Elders is important and the responsibility of the whole church 
expressed through the Church meeting, the fundamental body by which we in the 
URC govern ourselves.  All members of the church are entitled to attend and vote 
at Church Meeting. How we choose our Elders is important so this process is 
designed to encourage all of us to take part and focuses on discernment and a 
sense of call. 
The whole Church community is challenged to consider whether they themselves, 
or another has the gifts, talents and skills to enable them to fulfil the role of Elder 
and everyone is encouraged and given time to take part in the discernment 
process.  If anyone would like to discuss a nomination or find out more about what 
it means to be an elder, then please speak to an elder or the minister. A leaflet 
outlining the role and responsibilities to Wheatley URC is available and training 
can be offered. 

Elders are called to serve actively for three years, after which time, whilst they 
remain an Elder, they retire from actively serving for at least a year, after which 
time they again be called to serve. 
We do not have a fixed number of active Elders, but ideally for a church of this size 
we ought to have about 8 - 10 so we are seeking several returning or new elders.  
This is a great opportunity for us to refresh our Eldership team as well as allow 
those who have worked so hard for our church for so many years to rest, refresh 
and reconnect. 
This year, there are five serving Elders due to complete their current terms in 
September: Malcolm Benson, Peter Devlin, Tom Goss, Catherine Harding and 
Moira Watson.  We are all extremely grateful for all that they have contributed 
during their service as elders.  Those continuing as elders are: for another year – 
Laurence Devlin; and for 2 more years – Liz Barry in addition to the Church  
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Secretary (Phyllis Williams) and the Church Treasurer (Chris Shelley). 
This year we will of course need to adjust our process slightly so please see the 
outline below: 

JUNE: During the month of June, the congregation are invited to consider 
prayerfully who they think God may be calling to the role of Elder for the next three 
years.  The only criterion is that the person nominated must be a member of 
Wheatley URC.  Anyone who worships with us as well as church members may  
suggest a church member either by completing a printed nomination slip (below) 
and dropping it in the mailbox at 17 Bell Lane or at the church or by emailing 
secretary@wheatleyurc.org.uk.  The nomination does not need signatures but 
when nominating please speak to the nominee first and ask them to take time to 
reflect carefully before responding.   

The deadline for nominations is Sunday 28th June.  

JULY: At their meeting on 2nd July, Elders will prayerfully consider the names of 
everyone who has been nominated and bring these before Church Meeting on 

26th July so that we may all pray for guidance during the summer in discerning 
those who are being called at this time.  In this way the whole church with God’s 
help will share in the prayerful discernment of our Elders. 

SEPTEMBER: At the Annual Church Meeting on 27th September church members 
will be invited to consider the names of those whose call to Eldership has been 
discerned, and, after an opportunity for prayerful reflection, to approve those 
discerned to be called at this time. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

Wheatley URC Elders Nomination 2020 
I would like to nominate _________________ to consider serving as an elder of 
Wheatley URC. 

 Phyllis 

 ~~~ 
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The impact of covid-19 on the Food Bank (CEF) 
More than ever, the Food Bank needs our help 

The need for this assistance has more than doubled since this time last year. 
• In April 2019 CEF fed 138 adults and 82 children, 220 people in total. 
• In April 2020 CEF fed 329 adults and 167 children, 496 people! 

Before the lockdown, volunteers with Oxford’s Community Emergency Foodbank 
ran drop-in cafés at 3 sites, St Francis Church in Hollow Way, Barton 
Neighbourhood Centre, and Littlemore Baptist Church. Between them they 
operated 5 days per week. People would come with referral forms provided by 
social workers and loaded up with bags of long life food (tins, packets) to take 
home. They would also be able to choose a few items of fresh food and 
miscellaneous oddments from a table. 
 
With the pandemic all this has had to change, as it is impossible to undertake safe 
distancing for people coming for food or for the volunteers. All referrals are now 
sent electronically by the referring social workers. Bags of food, including some 
fresh food, are assembled by volunteers, on Mondays and Thursdays, and another 
team delivers to the doors of the recipients on Tuesdays and Fridays. Of the 
volunteers, some of the most vulnerable have had to step back. Luckily, younger 
volunteers, presumably on furlough, have joined the team. It seems to me that 
over the past few weeks this system has evolved to something quite slick and 
effective.  
 
Church congregations are not meeting at the moment, so tins and other 
contributions to the food bank are not being collected from them. I think some 
supermarkets continue to collect from the public and make donations of their 
own. Food can be delivered to the back of St Francis Church, Hollow Way, OX3 7JP, 
on Mondays and Thursdays between 11 am and 2 pm.   
 
As it is difficult for churches to contribute food, instead we can help with financial 
contributions. The website www.cefoxford.co.uk has links to Just Giving and the 
Charities Aid Foundation, and also gives bank details for direct donations.   
 Ann B 

 ~~~ 
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Photographs: The Past Alive 
 
If you had to leave your home in a hurry taking only one object, what would it be? 
For me, and I imagine for many others, it would have to be an album of old 
photographs. I have never been in someone’s home which did not have 
photographs of family and friends, often on a piano, mantelpiece, or bedside 
table.   
 
Photographs are often a visible presence of a person we love, as well as the 
memory of someone who has died. To lose all photographs as a friend of ours did 
in a fire, is to lose part not only of our memory but of our own identity because of 
that link with the past. When my father went into hospital towards the end of his 
life I was advised to put a photograph of him as a young man on the bedside table 
as a reminder to those looking after him that he was not always a frail old man 
and to entice them to consider the whole person. This is probably the reason why, 
sensibly, newspaper obituaries usually carry a picture of the dead person as a 
young man or a young woman.  
 
In court, divorcing couples often fall out over the division of family photographs 
because what they are really in dispute over is the ownership of the memories of 
their relationship. In difficult cases over the custody of children, I sometimes ask 
the parents to show me a picture of their children and suddenly there are smiles 
all around and the mood changes.  
 
I have displayed in my study several photographs of my great-great-grand-
parents’ golden wedding anniversary in 1897. I treasure them because they are of 
people related to me who, even if I have never met them, are “familiar strangers.” 
I know more about them now than they themselves did at the time the 
photograph was taken as I know their future: death in the First World War, disease 
in India, a long eventful life and I can’t help thinking that they know nothing of 
me… Photographs are a momentary snapshot when time stands still, just for the 
time it took to press the shutter. What was it that happened just before and just 
after the photograph? Looking at photographs of myself as a child I always wonder 
about the person who was looking at me to take the photo. What was it about 
that day that lead to a camera being brought out? What were they saying to me?  
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Photographs of family and ancestors draw us into distant worlds of Victorian or 
Edwardian elegance and sternness or, for the very young, of the “swinging sixties”, 
strange worlds where relatives lived and about whom we are curious: 
 
The grandmother that I knew as a white-haired old lady dancing as a young woman 
on VE Day or the serious father who once was a long-haired hippy with flares! If 
only they could speak, what would they tell us? I might not be alone in having 
imaginary conversations with them, recounting events in the years following the 
photograph and asking them to fill in gaps in memory or to answer the questions 
and mysteries that have come down the generations unanswered. 
 
Photographs are not of course the whole of a person or even their essence and 
they can be misleading: a happy photograph with compulsory “say cheese” smile 
may hide unhappiness. Sometimes it is telling to notice who is not in a family 
photograph! In short, we do not need a photograph to remember someone or feel 
their influence, but they are a precious connection to precious people.  
 Peter 
 ~~~ 
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Contemplative Network – Aotearoa New Zealand 
Emerging from lockdown by Pip Nicholls  - Spiritual director and 
retreat leader in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Those of us living here in Australasia have had the opportunity to move into a 
monastic mode of stability for several weeks. Many of us will have appreciated 
the opportunity for the world to slow down, for our ‘world’ to slow down.. and 
we’ll have noticed our mind, body and hearts move to a different tempo...it may 
have taken a little time to get used to, as anyone entering such stability would 
find, and then it grew on us... then we opened to it and experienced the value that 
it had to offer us.. 

In New Zealand we have called it level 4 and some common themes were relayed 
to us frequently; be kind, kia kaha – be strong, stay home – save lives, what is  

 

essential and we are in this together. And we had the compassionate and clear 
leadership of Jacinda and Ashley. 

This week we have shifted back to level 3. Even this minor opening of our bubbles 
and another 400,00 returning to work has meant the roads have congestion again, 
we’re encouraged to eat takeaways, to shop online... 

Level Five – offering of single-mindedness... 
However, the contemplative heart that has been aroused these few weeks has an 
opportunity for opening to metanoia...for an opening to a different path...   for 
opening to some of the vows of the monastic life. For example, the vow of chastity 
can be experienced as a virtue of single-mindedness to our intention – our 
intention that was set so long ago in our hearts that we’ve known forever, that we 
can’t turn back. To consider our intention in a new light of our changed world... 
and what that might mean for us individually as we move forward... 
 
Level Six – an offering of tika  
We don’t know yet when the country might move to level 2 and when it does we 
can reclaim the vow of obedience and consider experiencing the virtue of tika – 
that which is right. Tika, not as an externally required code of behaviour, but tika 
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as an inner knowing of what is personally the right thing to do in any and every 
situation... 

 
Level Seven – an offering of emptiness 
The penultimate shift is reclaiming the vow of poverty and considering the virtue 
of experiencing emptiness. To let go of our certainties, of our need to know, or our 
pride, of our virtues even – for the final shift to the new normalcy.... 

Level-less – an offering of humility 
To not know what this will be, to not imagine what this will be, but to carry on 
listening, listening to the inner voice and responding...responding unattached to 
outcome.... 

  Pip Nicholls – www.thegentleartofknowing.co.nz (written before NZ moved to 
level 2) 

 Bobbie  
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Lockdown ......... I could tell you about 

During one breakout room after zoom church our wee group began talking about 
their experiences of lockdown. We shared some experiences and others were very 
different and some surprising. It was both interesting and supportive to share 
them. A spin off from this was to ask others about their experience using the 
prompt “I could tell you about...”   Here are their responses. 

You might be intrigued and want to know more! A future conversation perhaps? 

I could tell you about....... 

....  starting to re-read War and Peace at the end of March hoping it would last 
until the end of lockdown......... My goodness, Tolstoy didn't think much of 
Napoleon did he?  Ann H 

.... my new push bike that I bought literally hours before the lockdown and has 
allowed me to ride on nearly empty roads in the wonderful sunshine … after 15 
years gap of not riding”.   Laurence 

.... the joy of discovering Zoom as a way of having group celebrations with distant 
friends and family. Tony 

... the pleasure from having time to watch the steady unfolding of spring, 
especially its fragrances and birdsong.     Frances 

.... when I still hadn’t worked out Zoom, so had my coffee sitting at the front of 
the house on Sunday morning, and the silence was absolute -  at one point. No 
birds, cars, footsteps, voices – nothing.  Almost as though the earth had 
stopped.  Quite weird.       Allison 
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.... the deep and calming joy of nature … … of listening to the birdsong, ever clearer 
with less background noise and our more sensitised hearing.  Rob & Angela 

... .walking by carpets of bluebells and buttercups, colours seemingly more vivid 
than ‘normal’. The perfect antidote and distraction for troubling times.   

 Rob & Angela 

.... missing my craft group and the table tennis crowd; crocheting, sitting in the 
sunshine, making two knee blankets and a shopping bag. Pat Simpson 

 

 

 

 

.... the allotments across the road taking on a new lease of life. New gardeners 
have arrived. So wonderful to walk through them, stop, chat and make new 
connections.  
 Bobbie 

.... getting back to baking after 2 
years with an easy American recipe 
for scones which just uses 3 
ingredients, flour, milk, and butter. 
I had to try it. And my jigsaw – will 
take me about 3 years, as I am lucky 
if I get 2 pieces in per day.  Pat 
Simpson 

.... the  M40 during lockdown 
rush hour!!                Laurence 
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.... the joy of having time and space, when there is never a rush to do anything and 
the allotment never looking better. Catherine & Robert 

...the pros and cons of getting a puppy during lockdown! - time to train and cuddle 
but difficult to socialise and find masks and PPE to fit a puppy. But lots of fun, good 
company and very good for time-wasting.  Jen Yeates 

.... being amazed at finding so many new walking paths around Wheatley. After 
nearly 40 years we thought we knew them all but many new experiences 
awaited us as we followed our curiosity along new paths. Chris & Pauline 

.... deciding to devote time to spring cleaning this year and we came across an 
elderly cassette recorder languishing at the back of a cupboard, together with 
tapes of 60's and 70's folk & country music - what fun we had singing along with 
The Yetties, Steeleye Span, John Denver, Johnny Cash and other idols of the day. 
 Ellen & Bob 

.... how devastated I was to see so much litter, even more than usual, on one of 
my "exercise" breaks in the park.   Sybil 

In fact Sybil’s experience led to her following poem –  

Half a bikini top, 

An empty ginger can, 
An invoice from the Co-op, 
A scribbled shopping plan; 
Bottle-tops, a plastic beaker 
And sundry bits of paper, 

Lots of cardboard boxes 
A cork to plug a leaker...             
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Tins and string, discarded things             
All make my back feel weaker.            
Ciggie butts and sweetie papers                  
'S all enough to give me the vapours! 

If you would like to share an experience of lockdown for our July newsletter, 
please email your ‘headline’,  I could tell you about....... to 
newsletter@wheatleyurc.org.uk  - we’d love to hear from you. 

 ~~~ 

Contribulations from Sandy Lane Farm  
What an extraordinary time and an opportunity to expose the futility of a way of 
life that was totally unsustainable anyway. By means of mostly good fortune we 
find ourselves in the right place at the right time. We have never been so busy 
planting weeding and watering for an anticipated demand for organic veg from 
now on. Although the open market has stopped, people order on line and are 
given a slot to collect. Box numbers reached a total of 700 a week which we have 
had to reduce to 500 to keep sane. We have taken on a lot of people to cope with 
it all, many of whom may well change careers. It’s a good time to start in the 
spring. Thank goodness for George and Cate with their IT skills and genuine 
abilities. The downside is having to stay away and trying to be extra vigilant with 
Sue’s 98 year old mother who we look after. I miss the services in the church and 
struggle a bit with the zooming but rest assured our church has a purpose and a 
place in all our lives. Our faith keeps us hopeful but the changes that are needed 
depend on how we adapt to this new situation. Much Love Charles and the rest of 
us at the farm.   
 Charles 
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Wayside Pulpit  
Here is the latest edition of our outdoor Church Noticeboard from Christine. 
Through her contribution, often including some of her own original artwork, we 
hope to reach out to those passing by with art, poems and inspirational thoughts 
which often come from members of our community. 

 
Our Current Noticeboard 

 
 ~~~ 
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Hymn (Pandemic) 
(can be sung to tune All for Jesus, ‘Rejoice & Sing’ hymnbook no. 224) 

Lord, You are the King of Glory! 
Endless is Your Power and Grace, 
As You write salvation’s story 
Through these times, and in each place. 

Now earth suffers in our lonely 
Battle through our pain and loss, 
But it’s true that Jesus only 
Can redeem us through His Cross. 

He is healing, hope and haven, 
In our storms, calming our strife, 
Old and young to turn to Heaven, 
Through His Resurrection Life! 

In Your vigil by each bedside, 
May the music of Your voice 
Bring release, Good Shepherd, true guide! 
Let Love’s angel choirs rejoice! 

May Your hope then always fill us; 
Set us free, forgiven and loved! 
Never leave us, nor forsake us, 
Till we meet in Heaven Above! 

David Herring © 2020  
  

 ~~~ 
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Zoom Services Rota for June  
 

Date Worship leaders Readers Intecessors 
7 June Pauline & Cara 

(HC) 
John & Caroline Harding Beryl Knotts 

14 June Richard Angela Holdaway Ellen Webster 

21 June            Colin Ann Bettess Tom Goss 

28 June Pauline & Cara Ian & Margaret Simpson Val Stolton 

 
 
COMMON LECTIONARY READINGS for June 2020 
Note: leaders may choose to use other readings 

Date 7th June 14th June 21st June 28th June 
First 
Reading 

Genesis  
1:1 – 2:4a 

Exodus 
19: 2-8a 

Jeremiah 
20: 7-13 

Jeremiah 
28: 5-9 

Psalm Psalm 8 Psalm 100 Psalm 69: 7-10 
& 16-18 

Psalm 89: 1-4 
& 15-18 

New 
Testament            

2 Corinthians 
13: 11-18 

Romans 
5: 1-8 

Romans  
6: 1b-11 

Romans 
6: 12-23 

Gospel Matthew  
28: 16-20 

Matthew 
9:35-10: 8 

Matthew 
10: 40-42 

Matthew 
10: 40-42 

 
 7th June:  All great art helps us to see, attend to, sense - the depth, mystery and 
wonder of the creation. 
14th June: Happy are they who know that discipleship simply means the life which 
springs from grace, and that grace simply means discipleship [Bonhoeffer]  
21st June:  Stability means that I must nor run away from where my battles are 
being fought [Esther de Waal] 
28th June:  We cannot possibly let ourselves get frozen into regarding everyone 
we do not know as an absolute stranger [Schweitzer]  Richard B 
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Deadlines 

Wednesday 22nd June 2020 is the deadline for the July Newsletter. Please send 
copy to: newsletter@wheatleyurc.org.uk Paper copy can be given to Bobbie 
Stormont. 

Disclaimer 
The Editors welcome letters, articles and announcements from individuals and 
organisations, but reserve the right to publish or not. 

 ~~~ 
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CHURCH CONTACTS 
 

Minister: Revd. Pauline Main 01865 513581 
email: minister@wheatleyurc.org.uk 

 
Associate Minister: Revd. Dr Colin Thompson 

email: colin.thompson@stcatz.ox.ac.uk 
 

Church Secretary: Phyllis Williams 
email: secretary@wheatleyurc.org.uk 

 
Church website:  www.wheatleyurc.org.uk 

 


